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Problem field: electromagnetic hypersensitivity
When mobile telecommunication equipment is used (mobile phones, DECT telephones, baby
listening devices, radio equipment, laptop, etc) electromagnetic high frequency waves are
created. Scientific studies and tests show that these high frequency waves can cause health
complaints in humans (and animals), such as for example headache, tiredness, irritability,
memory disturbance and sweating, etc.
The human body and nature too works with electromagnetic oscillations which are of the
same type as the oscillations produced by technology for communication. Interaction is
therefore inevitable. In particular it is the energy information component of the
electromagnetic field which unintentionally causes dysfunctions at strategically important
points in the organism as a result of quantum interference information, which may ultimately
causes disease.
This is how SAFER CALL protects you:
SAFER CALL organizes the energy information component of the technical oscillation clears
the negative potential and thus creates a natural frequency pattern.
The protective effect of SAFER CALL has been proven by the following measuring and test
procedures.:
+ Neurofeedback measuring procedures
+ Biofeedback measuring procedures
+ Dark field microscopy images of the blood
The studies were carried out by doctors and physicists and were commented on accordingly.
Demonstration of effectiveness: Dark field microscopy
In he subjects tested, a clear deterioration of the blood count was detected after telephoning
with a mobile phone without protection. The erythrocytes (red blood cells) were clearly
clumped together ( “rouleaux formation” = deterioration in oxygen production and blood flow)
It was also noted that lifespan of the blood was reduced. (See figure 2)
Telephoning with the aid of SAFER CALL showed that the “rouleaux formation” rapidly
disappeared and the quality of the blood flow improved. In addition, there was even evidence
that the blood count stabilized. (See figure 2)
Demonstration of effectiveness: Neurofeedback measurement:
The harmonizing effect of SAFER CALL for the mobile phone user is clearly demonstrated
using neurofeedback measuring procedures on test subjects. See the changes in brainwaves
when a mobile phone is used, first with sc and then without the protection sticker.
The International society of Electrosmog Research IGEF awarded the product SAFER CALL
the rating “Tested and recommended by the IGEF “
Product disclaimer: Safer call is designed to filter out the potentially harmful electro smog fields from wireless
telecommunication devices. However , the manufacturer and the distributors of Safer call assume no liability in
the event that users experience symptoms or are impaired in any way from telecommunication devices. The effect
of Safer call is guaranteed for 2 years.
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